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**Abstract**—This paper concerns a formal model to help the simulation of agent societies where institutional roles and institutional links can be specified operationally. That is, this paper concerns institutional roles that can be specified in terms of a minimal behavioral capability that an agent should have in order to enact that role and, thus, to perform the set of institutional functions that role is responsible for. Correspondingly, the paper concerns institutional links that can be specified in terms of a minimal interactional capability that two agents should have in order to, while enacting the two institutional roles that are linked by that institutional link, perform for each other the institutional functions supported by that institutional link. The paper proposes a cognitive architecture approach to institutional roles and institutional links, that is, an approach in which a institutional role is seen as an abstract cognitive architecture that should be implemented by any concrete agent (or set of concrete agents) that enacts the institutional role, and in which institutional links are seen as interactions between the two abstract cognitive agents that model the two linked institutional roles. We introduce a cognitive architecture for such purpose, called the Institutional BCC (IBCC) model, which lifts Yoav Shoham’s BCC (Beliefs-Capabilities-Commitments) agent architecture to social contexts. We show how the resulting model can be taken as a means for a cognitive architecture account of institutional roles and institutional links of agent societies. Finally, we present an example of a generic scheme for certain fragments of the social organization of agent societies, where institutional roles and institutional links are given in terms of the model.
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**I. INTRODUCTION**

**Institutional** roles and institutional links of agent societies have been defined either in terms of sets of norms that constraint the possible behaviors and interactions that the agents that implement those roles may perform, or else directly in terms of that set of possible behaviors and interactions (cf. the various approaches presented in, e.g., [12]).

In this paper, we propose a formal model to support the simulation of agent societies. The proposal adopts a cognitive architecture approach to the institutional roles and institutional links, that is, an account in which institutional roles can be defined in terms of the internal architecture of abstract cognitive agents, and in which institutional links are seen as interactions between the abstract cognitive agents that model institutional roles.

We introduce a cognitive architecture for such purpose, namely, one that adapts Yoav Shoham’s BCC (Beliefs Capabilities-Commitments) [22] agent architecture to social contexts, through the introduction of the notions of institutional capabilities and institutional commitments. It is showed how the resulting Institutional BCC (IBCC) model can be taken as a means for an architectural account of institutional roles and institutional links of agent societies.

Finally, we present a generic institutional segment of a simple agent society, where institutional roles and social links are computationally specified by abstract cognitive agents.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II summarizes the concepts of social roles and institutional links. Section III briefly presents the main features of Shoham’s BCC agent model. Section IV discusses the institutional concepts that are necessary to introduce in the BCC model to turn it into the abstract cognitive model required by its lifting to social contexts, specially institutionalized social contexts. Section V formally introduces the IBCC model of institutional roles and institutional links. Section VI presents an example of a schematic institutional segment of agent society. Section VII comments on related works. Section VIII is the Conclusion.

**II. SOCIAL ROLES IN AGENT SOCIETIES**

In this section, we place the concept of agent society in perspective, explaining how the account of institutional roles that we present in the following sections fits into that concept. We take that an agent society may be conceived as a system endowed with at least the following components:

1. a population of agents whose behaviors generate the dynamics of the system;
2. a network of interactions between the agents, the interactions implying the performance of institutional functions for each other (e.g., exchanges of services, objects or information);
3. an institutional structure that both regulates the behaviors and interactions of the agents, and provide for their integration into a persistent social system.

The notion of institutional role is crucial to any
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interactional approach to agent societies, since institutional roles can be taken as abstract specifications of sets of agents behaviors that the institutional structure of the society specifies as adequate for the agents, depending on the way they are inserted in the society.

Also, the notion of institutional role implies the complementary notion of institutional link. We take a social link between two or more institutional roles to be an abstract operational specification of sets of possible interactions that are expected to be performed, in various situations, by the agents enacting the institutional roles linked by the institutional link.

In combination, institutional roles and institutional links imply the two kinds of elements of the institutional structure: regulative elements (like norms, customs, etc.), and integrative elements (such as social values and institutional functions), which the agents accept, adopt, and become responsible for, when enacting those institutional roles.

III. THE BCC AGENT MODEL

The Beliefs-Capabilities-Commitments (BCC) agent model introduced here is essentially the agent model that underlies the Agent0 agent oriented programming language introduced by Yoav Shoham in [22]:

The BCC agent model was defined to occupy an intermediate position in the hierarchy of refinements of agent models that goes from the higher-level, more general, Actor model [14], and the more refined, more detailed, agent models like BDI [19] and SOAR [15].

Contrary to the Actor model, the BCC agent model is a cognitive model, accounting for the internal information processing of the agents in terms of cognitive concepts, like beliefs and behavioral commitments and capabilities. On the other hand, contrary to models like BDI and SOAR, the BCC agent model is not a motivational model, that is, it abstracts away mental concepts like goals, desires, intentions, and the like.

In other terms, the BCC agent model may be characterized as an architecture for agents that perform reactive behaviors (better: non-deliberative behaviors), endowed with several special features, such as:

- reactions need not be immediately produced: they may be committed to certain time in the future, determined by a given reaction delay (we call such mechanism behavioral commitments);
- agents may interact with each other through speech acts, specially in the form of request, unrequest and inform messages:
  - req(ag,act,t), when received by agent ag at a time t’ < t, cancels the previously established behavioral commitment;
  - inform(ag,i), when received by agent ag at any time, provides ag with the information i, which ag may choose to believe or not;
- agents may have perceptions of their environments, which are independent of the messages they exchange.

The control of the agent behavior is performed, in a BCC agent, through sets of behavioral commitment rules, which determine the conditions (actual beliefs and behavioral capabilities) under which the agent should or is allowed to commit to new behavioral commitments. Discharge of behavioral commitments is automatically controlled by the agent architecture, by taking into account the passage of time.

We remark that the behavioral capabilities and commitments involved in the BCC agent model are of an internal nature, that is, they concern the internal operation of the agents. In the IBCC model of institutional roles, introduced below, the capabilities and commitments involved are of an external (or better, institutional) nature, that is, they concern social interactions performed in the context of an institutional structure.

IV. FROM THE BCC MODEL TO THE IBCC MODEL

Two main modifications were introduced in the BCC model, in order to turn it into the IBCC model. The first modification concerns the notion of capability employed in the model, while the second is concerned with the notion of commitment.

A. Institutional Capabilities

While the BCC agent model is concerned with behavioral capabilities of individual agents that inhabit the population structure of agent society, the IBCC model is concerned with the so-called institutional capabilities of the institutional roles that exist in the institutional structure of the agent society.

The notion of institutional capability adopted in the model is implied by that of institutional right: to say that a institutional role has the institutional capability of performing an action or behavior is the same as saying that it has the institutional right to do it.

A full discussion of the notion of (institutional) right is not possible at this point. It suffices to say that (institutional) rights are institutional facts and, as such (cf., e.g., [21]):
- are created by the common beliefs of the agents of the society;
- are held by the entities that have them only as long as those common beliefs are maintained;
- are attributed to the entities that have them by entities specially entitled to allocate them;
- are attributed through particular institutional acts expressed through special kinds of speech acts.

We remark that we take institutional rights (and so, institutional capabilities) to be held, in the first place, by institutional roles, not by the agents that enact those roles.

\(^2\) However, since the agent model that underlies Agent0 was not defined in a fully formal way in [22], we do not claim that the BCC model is a faithful presentation of that model. We content ourselves with the BCC model introduced here having an intuitive similarity with Shoham’s agent model.
V. INSTITUTIONAL COMMITMENTS

While behavioral commitments in the BCC model are established between agents, essentially due to their interindividual interactions, in the IBCC model institutional commitments are established between agents due to their enaction of institutional roles in the institutional structure of the agent society.

So, in the IBCC model, institutional commitments concern, in the first place, not the individual agents as agents, but concern them as role enactors. That is, an institutional commitment $ic$, taken by an agent $a_1$, which was enacting role $r_1$, toward an agent $a_2$, which was implementing role $r_2$, should be kept and fulfilled independently of which is the agent that is enacting role $r_2$ at the time the commitment is to be fulfilled: if agent $a_1$ (resp., $a_2$) is substituted by agent $a_1'$ (resp., $a_2'$) in the enaction of role $r_1$ (resp., $r_2$), the institutional commitment $ic$ is to be fulfilled even if $a_1'$ (resp., $a_2'$) has never interacted with $a_2'$ (resp., $a_1'$), previously.

However, we find that, institutional commitments do not differ formally from the social commitments that concern interindividual interactions. So, we model institutional commitments on the formal concept of social commitment, as that concept was defined both in [3, 4] and in [23] 3.

Thus, we take an institutional commitment to be a relation that is established between two institutional roles (the source and the target of the institutional commitment), before a third institutional role (the authority), about the performance of a given institutional function by the source institutional role to the target institutional role.

We remark that we model institutional commitments on the notion of persistent mutual commitments: we take them to be mutual, because an institutional function can be realized only if both the source and the target institutional roles perform persistent services to each other and, through that means, the institutional functions to which they are committed, is out of the scope of this paper (cf. [11]).

However, we remark two issues concerning institutional commitments. First, that the institutional functions are taken to be persistent in the operation of the agent society (cf. [11]) and, so, concern persistent services performed by the source institutional role that committed to the institutional function. They do not concern episodic services (episodic tasks) that agents perform to each other, as is often assumed in the general concept of social commitment.

Second, we note that a formal analyzes of the relation between institutional functions, persistent services, and the persistent exchange processes through which institutional roles perform persistent services to each other and, through that means, the institutional functions to which they are committed, is out of the scope of this paper (cf. [11]).

So, we simply assume here that, when formally defining an institutional commitment, we will refer not directly to the institutional function involved in the institutional commitment, but to the persistent exchange process through which the source institutional role performs the institutional function to the target institutional role.

That is, institutional commitments will be formally denoted, below, by expressions of the form $ICmt(x,y,z,e)$, where $e$ is the persistent exchange process that realizes the (implicitly indicated) institutional function to which the institutional commitment refers.

VI. PERFORMATIVES FOR THE CONTROL OF INSTITUTIONAL COMMITMENTS AND CAPABILITIES

The institutional commitments of an institutional role vary in time as the institution is functioning. In this, the IBCC model is like the BCC model, where behavioral commitments vary in time.

Differently from the BCC model, however, where the set of behavioral capabilities of an agent was assumed to be fixed, in the IBCC model the set of institutional capabilities of an institutional role is assumed to be variant, according to the temporal evolution of the institution.

To allow for time-variant institutional capabilities in the IBCC institutional roles, we make use of institutional messages exchanged between institutional roles. Through such an institutional message, an institutional role can attribute an institutional capability to, or withdraw it from, another institutional role.

We leave out of the IBCC model, however, the concern with the verification of the appropriateness or legality of such attributions or withdrawals of institutional capabilities. This concern is clearly a macro-level concern in the institutional structure of an agent society and is, thus, external to the characterization of what is an institutional role.

Also, we leave out of the rationale for the IBCC model, the analysis of the speech acts and the declarative performatives that characterize the attribution and withdrawal of institutional capabilities(cf., e.g., [21]). The intuitive content of the expressions below, we think, should be enough for the understanding of operation of the institutional messages.

So, in the formal introduction of the model that we give
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below, we adopt without further discussion the following expressions to represent such speech acts:

- \(\text{attr_icap}(r,b)\): meaning: institutional role \(r\) is attributed to institutional capability to perform behavior \(b\).
- \(\text{wthdrw_icap}(r,b)\): meaning: institutional capability to perform behavior \(b\) is withdrawn from institutional role \(r\).
- \(\text{attr_icap}(r,e,r')\): meaning: institutional capability to perform exchange process \(e\) is attributed to institutional roles \(r\) and \(r'\).
- \(\text{wthdrw_icap}(r,e,r')\): meaning: institutional capability to perform exchange process \(e\) is withdrawn from institutional roles \(r\) and \(r'\).

Also, for simplicity, we allow institutional exchange processes to be represented by the pair of institutional behaviors that implement such exchange process, the following will be the declarative expressions that will be effectively used:

- \(\text{attr_icap}(r,f,r')\): meaning: institutional role \(r\) is attributed to the institutional capability to perform function \(f\) to institutional role \(r'\).
- \(\text{wthdrw_icap}(r,f,r')\): meaning: the institutional capability to perform function \(f\) to institutional role \(r'\) is withdrawn from the institutional role \(r\).

As explained above, however, institutional functions will not be directly referred to in the formalization introduced below. Instead of that, institutional functions will be indirectly referred through the permanent exchange process that realizes it. Since the institutional capability to perform an exchange process requires the institutional capability to perform the behaviors that implement such exchange process, the following will be the declarative expressions that will be effectively used:

- \(\text{attrb-icap}(r,(b,b'),r')\): meaning: the institutional capability to perform behaviors \((b,b')\) is attributed to institutional roles \(r\) and \(r'\).
- \(\text{wthdrw-icap}(r,(b,b'),r')\): meaning: the institutional capability to perform behaviors \((b,b')\) is withdrawn from institutional roles \(r\) and \(r'\).

We remark that the cognitive architecture approach to institutional roles implies that institutional roles are seen in terms of the beliefs and behavioral rules that guide the agents that enact them, when dealing with the institutional capabilities and commitments of those roles.

To allow for that, the notion of an institutional role in the IBCC model is that of an abstract agent endowed with an institutional interface and a cognitive structure.

The institutional interface of an institutional role accounts for the way an agent that enacts the role presents itself to agents that also implement institutional roles in the agent society. In particular, the institutional interface specifies the institutional capabilities, institutional commitments and institutional behaviors that the agent is supposed to perform and deal with, when enacting the institutional role.

The cognitive structure of an institutional role accounts for the cognitive requirements that should be met by any agent that purports to enact the role, in order to be able to perform the institutional reasoning (reasoning about institutional capabilities, institutional interactions, institutional commitments, etc.) that is demanded from that institutional role. In other words, any agent supposed to enact the institutional role is supposed to implement such cognitive structure.

In the example IBCC model presented in Sect. VI, both the institutional interface and the cognitive structure of example types of institutional roles are illustrated.

A. The IBCC Model of Institutional Roles

For simplicity, let time have a discrete structure, \(T=\{0,1,\ldots\}\). We define the following sets, regarding a given agent society:

- \(\text{IRo}\): the universe of institutional roles (whose internal structure is specified below) that agents may enact.
- \(\text{IAct}\): the universe of institutional actions (purposefully left unspecified) that institutional roles may perform, possibly including non-institutional (behavioral) actions performable by the agents that implement the institutional roles;
- \(\text{IMsg}\): the universe of institutional messages (internal structure purposefully left unspecified) that agents may exchange when enacting institutional roles;
- \(\text{IProp}\): the universe of institutional propositions (syntax and semantics purposefully left unspecified) with which institutional roles may both represent their institutional beliefs and construe the institutional messages they exchange with each other;
• \( \text{IBel} \subseteq \text{IProp} \): the universe of institutional beliefs about the agent society that agents may have when enacting institutional roles;
• \( \text{IBh} \subseteq \{T \rightarrow \varphi(\text{IAct})\} \): the universe of institutional behaviors that institutional roles can perform, with the constraint that, for each institutional behavior \( b \in \text{IBh} \) and each time \( t \in T \), there exist:
  - a subset of actions in \( b(t) \) that are the input messages received, at time \( t \), by the institutional role that performs \( b \); that is, there exists \( \text{ims} \subseteq b \) such that \( \text{ims} \in \varphi(\text{IMsg}) \);
  - a subset of actions in \( b(t) \) that are the output messages sent, at time \( t \), by the institutional role that performs \( b \); that is, there exists \( \text{oms} \subseteq b \) such that \( \text{oms} \in \varphi(\text{IMsg}) \);
• \( \text{IEp} = \{T \rightarrow \varphi(\text{IAct}) \times \varphi(\text{IAct})\} \): the universe of institutional exchange processes (or, institutional interactions) that institutional roles can perform between each other, such that if \( \text{iep} \in \text{IEp} \) is an institutional exchange process performed by institutional roles \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) then, at each time \( t \in T \) it happens that \( \text{iep}(t) = (a_1, a_2) \), with \( a_1 \) the set of actions with which \( r_1 \) participates in \( \text{iep} \) at time \( t \), and \( a_2 \) the set of actions with which \( r_2 \) participates in \( \text{iep} \) at time \( t \);
• \( \text{ICmt} = \text{IRo} \times \text{IRo} \times \text{IEp} \): the universe of institutional commitments that institutional roles may have between them, each \( (r_1, r_2, e) \in \text{ICmt} \), meaning that the institutional roles \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) are mutually committed before the authority \( r_3 \) to perform the institutional exchange process \( e \);
• \( \text{IBelRI} = \{\text{IMsg} \times \varphi(\text{IBel}) \times \varphi(\text{ICap}) \times \varphi(\text{ICmt}) \rightarrow \text{IBel} \} \): the universe of institutional belief rules through which the institutional roles update their beliefs;
• \( \text{ICapRI} = \{\text{IMsg} \times \varphi(\text{IBel}) \times \varphi(\text{ICap}) \times \varphi(\text{ICmt}) \rightarrow \text{ICap} \} \): the universe of institutional capability rules through which the institutional roles update their institutional capabilities;
• \( \text{ICmtRI} = \{\text{IMsg} \times \varphi(\text{IBel}) \times \varphi(\text{ICap}) \times \varphi(\text{ICmt}) \rightarrow \text{ICmt} \} \): the universe of institutional commitment rules through which the institutional roles update their institutional commitments.

We define an institutional role as a time-variant structure, that is, as a time-indexed set of elements, each element representing the state of the institutional role at a given time.

**Definition 1.** An institutional role is a time-indexed set of states of institutional roles \( r = (\text{CgnStrt}^t, \text{InstIntr}^t) \) where:
- \( \text{CgnStrt}^t = (\text{IBh}^t, \text{IBel}^t, \text{IMsg}^t) \) is the cognitive structure of the institutional role;
- \( \text{InstIntr}^t = (\text{ICap}^t, \text{ICmt}^t, \text{ICmtRI}^t) \) is the institutional interface of the institutional role; and:
- \( \text{IBh}^t \in \varphi(\text{IBel}) \) is the set of institutional behaviors the institutional role is performing at time \( t \), so that for all \( b \in \text{IBh} \) one has that \( b(t) \) is the set of actions that the institutional role performs at time \( t \), due to the performance of the behavior \( b \);
- \( \text{IBel}^t \in \varphi(\text{IBel}) \) is the set of beliefs the institutional role has at time \( t \);
- \( \text{IMsg}^t \in \varphi(\text{IMsg}) \) is the set of messages the institutional role has received at time \( t \);
- \( \text{ICap}^t \in \varphi(\text{ICap}) \) is the set of institutional capabilities the institutional role has at time \( t \);
- \( \text{ICmt}^t \in \varphi(\text{ICmt}) \) is the set of institutional commitments the institutional role has at time \( t \);
- \( \text{ICmtRI}^t \in \varphi(\text{ICmtRI}) \) is the set of institutional commitment rules followed by the institutional role.

We remark that institutional roles are essentially time-varying structures, due to temporal changes not only in their sets of institutional behaviors, institutional beliefs and received institutional messages, but also in their sets of institutional capabilities and commitments.

However, for simplicity, we are considering here institutional roles whose institutional interface comprises a set of institutional commitment rules that does not change in time. So, to architecturally characterize such institutional roles it is enough to take IBCC definitions whose sets of institutional commitment rules are time-invariant.

The internal control of the workings of the IBCC institutional roles can be defined as a direct adaptation of the internal control of the workings of the BCC model [22], and can be given by the following basic control loop:

1. Read the current institutional messages and update the sets of institutional beliefs, institutional capabilities and institutional commitments, according to the set of institutional commitment rules.
2. Execute the institutional commitments for the current time, possibly resulting in further changes in the sets of institutional beliefs, institutional capabilities and institutional commitments.
3. Go back to 1.

We remark that the intended aim of this informal definition of the control loop is that its operation satisfies the following constraints, when acting on the set of states of an institutional role.

**Definition 2.** The control loop of the internal functioning of the institutional roleworks properly if and only if for any time \( t \in T \) the following constraints are satisfied:

1. For any institutional message \( \text{imsg}_1 \in \text{IMsg}_1 \) in any institutional role \( r_1 \in \text{IRo} \) such that at some time \( t' < t \) it happened that for some institutional behavior \( \text{ibh}_1 \in \text{IBh}_1 \) there was an institutional action \( \alpha \in \text{ibh}(t0) \) which was the action of \( r_2 \) sending the message \( \text{imsg}_1 \) to \( r_1 \);
2. For any any institutional commitment \( (r_1; r_2; r_3; e) \in \text{ICmt}_1 \) in any institutional role \( r_1 \in \text{IRo} \) there is an institutional action \( \alpha \in \text{ibh}(t) \) of some institutional behavior \( \text{ibh}_1 \in \text{IBh}_1 \) such that \( \alpha \in \text{pr}_j(e(t)) \); that is, for any institutional role \( r_1 \) committed to (continue to) perform an institutional function \( f \)
at a time $t$ there is an institutional action that belongs to the exchange process $e$ that realizes $f$, and that the institutional role performs at that time;

3. For any institutional capability $icap_1 \in ICap_1$ in any institutional role $r_1 \in IRo$ there was a time $t' < t$ and an action $a_2 \in IBh_2(t')$ of some institutional behavior $ibh_2 \in IBh_2$ of some institutional role $r_2 \in IRo$ such that $a_2$ was an action through which the institutional role $r_2$ sent a capability attribution institutional message with content $icap_1$ to $r_1$, and such that there was no time $t'' < t'$, with $t' < t'' < t$, for which there was an action $a_3 \in IBh_3(t'')$ of some institutional behavior $ibh_3 \in IBh_3$ of some institutional role $r_3 \in IRo$, which was an action of sending to $r_1$ a capability withdrawal institutional message with content $icap_1$;

4. For any institutional belief $ibel_1 \in IBel_1$ in any institutional role $r_1 \in IRo$ there is an institutional message $IMsg_1 \in IMsg_1$ with content $inform(r_1; ibel_1)$, such that for some institutional belief rule $ibel_1 \in BelRL$ it happens that $ibel_1 \in ibelRL(IMsg_1, IBel_1; ICap_1, ICmt_1)$, and so that $IMsg_1 \not\in IMsg_1$;

5. For any institutional capability $icap_1 \in ICap_1$ in any institutional role $r_1 \in IRo$ there is a message $IMsg_1 \in IMsg_1$ with content $attr_icap(r_1; icap_1)$, such that for some institutional capability rule $icap_1 \in CapRL$ it happens that respectively, $icap_1 \in icapRL(IMsg_1, IBel_1; ICap_1, ICmt_1)$, and so that $IMsg_1 \not\in IMsg_1$;

6. For any institutional commitment $icmt_1 \in ICmt_1$ in any institutional role $r_1 \in IRo$ there is an institutional commitment rule $icmt_1 \in CmtRL$ such that $icmt_1 \in icmtRL(IMsg_1, IBel_1; ICap_1, ICmt_1)$, and so that $IMsg_1 \not\in IMsg_1$.

Constraint 1 aims to guarantee that institutional messages are received by an institutional role only if they were previously sent by another institutional role. Constraint 2 aims to guarantee that every institutional action to which an institutional role is committed is effectively performed. Constraint 3 aims to guarantee that every institutional capability attributed to an institutional role is attributed by another institutional role. The only acceptable exceptions for this constraint concern the set of initial institutional capabilities of the institutional roles, that is, institutional capabilities that are attributed to the institutional roles by the system designer, at the initial time $t=0$. Constraints 4 to 6 concern the execution of (belief, capability, commitment) update rules.

### B. The IBCC Model of Social Links

Let $r_1, r_2 \in IRo$ be two institutional roles interacting through some exchange process. One may classify the set of all the actions they perform during such exchange as follows:

- institutional input actions $ii_1$ (resp., $ii_2$), corresponding to perceptions about the environment, made by $r_1$ (resp., $r_2$), and to the arrival of institutional messages sent to $r_1$ (resp., $r_2$) by institutional roles other than $r_2$ (resp., $r_1$);
- institutional output actions $io_1$ (resp., $io_2$), corresponding to actions on the environment made by $r_1$ (resp., $r_2$), and to the sending of messages by $r_1$ (resp., $r_2$) to roles other than $r_2$ (resp., $r_1$);
- institutional exchange actions $ie_1$ (resp., $ie_2$), corresponding to institutional actions made by $r_1$ (resp., $r_2$) to $r_2$ (resp., $r_1$), often the sending of messages between them, with declarative performatives.

Given the above categorization of the actions of the interacting institutional roles $r_1$ and $r_2$, the set of actions that an institution has to perform at a time $t$ can be partitioned into its three subsets, namely $ibel_1(t) \cup ibh_1(t) \cup icap_1(t) \cup icmt_1(t)$.

Since an interaction between $r_1$ and $r_2$ is an exchange process $e_{r_1r_2}$, at each time $t$ the interacting institutional roles $r_1$ and $r_2$ perform a pair of sets of institutional actions $ie_{r_1r_2}(t) = (ie_{r_1}(t), ie_{r_2}(t))$, with $ie_{r_1}(t) \not\subset ibel_1(t)$ and $ie_{r_2}(t) \not\subset ibel_1(t)$.

We note that this structuring of the interaction between two institutional roles amounts to an operational cross-connection between them, as pictured in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1 Cross-connection of two institutional roles, to support their exchange processes](image)

### C. Coordination Schemes and the Support of Institutional Commitments

To guarantee the permanence of the social exchange, and thus the full accomplishment of the obligations, the agents that implement the institutional roles involved in an institutional commitment should be able to coordinate and maintain repeated performances of the social routines involved in the permanent social exchanges required by the institutional commitment. For such purpose, coordination schemes can be used [7], as illustrated below, in Section VI.

When the exchange process that supports the institutional commitment of two institutional roles is structured by a given coordination scheme, we say that those institutional roles are committed to the coordination scheme.
VIII. AN ELEMENTARY SCHEMATIC BUILDING BLOCK FOR AGENT INSTITUTIONS

We present here, in terms of the IBCC model, an example of an elementary schematic building block for institutions of agent societies 4.

The elementary schematic building block is based on a very simple interaction coordination scheme, namely, the Production-Consumer (ProdCons) scheme, which has as large an applicability as the well-know Client-Server coordination scheme, which we could also have taken here, alternatively, for the example.

The ProdCons scheme is introduced below in an abstract way, as a place-transition Petri net [18]. It illustrates, in general terms, a way to coordinate a particular kind of interaction between two institutional roles, namely, an interaction in which one institutional role (the Producer) can be seen as producing something for the other institutional role (the Consumer).

First, we analyze the coordination scheme in terms of the patterns of permanent interactions that it induces between the two institutional roles. Then we show an IBCC presentation of the scheme, that is, a way in which the Producer and Consumer roles, and their interaction, can be described in terms of the IBCC model.

A. The ProdCons Coordination Scheme: a Petri Net Representation

We introduce the simplest version of the ProdCons scheme through the place-transition Petri net pictured in Fig. 2. To the left of the figure, the net describes the observable behavior of the Producer: it can be in one of two conditions (Idle or Producing). It can perform two condition transitions (Start Production and End Production).

The Start Production transition can happen only when the Producer is in the Idle condition and the Consumer has performed the transition End Consumption, and it results in the Producer going from the Idle to the Producing condition.

The End Production transition can happen only when the Producer is in the Producing condition, and it results in the Producer going from the Producing condition to the Idle condition. It also results in the Consumer being enabled to perform the Start Consumption transition (if it is in the Idle condition).

To the right of the figure, the net describes the observable behavior of the Consumer: it can be in one of two conditions (Idle or Consuming). It can perform two condition transitions (Start Consumption and End Consumption). The effects of the transitions of the Consumer can be analyzed in a way analogous to that of the Producer.

The ProdCons scheme can be simultaneously instantiated for different types of products, by correspondingly instantiating the variable P. The state of the net pictured in Fig. 2 is one where the Consumer has just performed the End Consumption transition concerning the item of a certain type P and the Producer is enabled to perform the Start Production transition concerning the item of the same type P.

Notice that the Producer-Consumer coordination scheme induces the institutional roles involved in it to behave in a persistent and periodic (cyclic) way. Notice also that the interaction process between Producer and Consumer is characterized by an alternating production-consumption cycle, where only one role performs a set of actions at each time.

B. The ProdCons Coordination Scheme: an IBCC Presentation

There are two implicit steps in the behaviors of the two types of institutional roles presented in Fig. 2, corresponding to their institutional commitments to the coordination scheme.

On one hand, the Producer (resp., the Consumer) should only produce (resp., consume) when it has been given the institutional capability (i.e., institutional right) to do so. On the other hand, the Producer (resp., the Consumer) should produce (resp., consume) when it has the institutional obligation to do so 5.

---

4 For the sake of space, we do not discuss the overall idea of schematic institutional building blocks for agent societies, which will be presented in future work.

5 We note, about this issue, that we are taking here the term institutional capability to mean a long term (persistent) feature of institutional roles, while we are taking the term institutional obligation to mean a short term (transient) feature, referring to momentary obligations.
This distinction reflects in the way institutional capabilities and obligations are dealt with by the institutional commitment rules, in the IBCC model, as shown below.

We remark, however, that any presentation of the ProdCons coordination scheme in terms of the IBCC model of institutional roles should guarantee the correct structuring of the institutional interactions, in order to correctly support the implied institutional commitments.

---

**Coordination Scheme PRODUCER-CONSUMER**

---

**INSTITUTIONAL CAPABILITIES:**

#Social Role PRODUCER

-- get assignment of capability to produce \( P \)

if received msg = attr_icap(producer,production(\( P \)))

then add icap(production(\( P \))) to ICap.

-- get withdrawal of capability to consume \( P \)

if received msg = wthdrw_icap(producer,production(\( P \)))

then remove icap(production(\( P \))) from ICap.

#Social Role CONSUMER

-- get assignment of capability to consume \( P \)

if received msg = attr_icap(consumer,consumption(\( P \)))

then add icap(consumption(\( P \))) to ICap.

-- get withdrawal of capability to consume \( P \)

if received msg = wthdrw_icap(consumer,consumption(\( P \)))

then remove icap(consumption(\( P \))) from ICap.

**INSTITUTIONAL COMMITMENTS:**

#Social Role PRODUCER

-- establish commitment to producer-consumer scheme for \( P \)

if received msg = reg(producer,prod-cons-scheme(\( P \)),consumer)

then add icmt(producer,prod-cons-scheme(\( P \)),consumer) to ICmt.

-- discharge commitment to producer-consumer scheme for \( P \)

if received msg = disch(producer,prod-cons-scheme(\( P \)),consumer)

then remove ocmt(producer,prod-cons-scheme(\( P \)),consumer) from ICmt.

#Social Role CONSUMER

-- establish commitment to producer-consumer scheme for \( P \)

if received msg = reg(producer,prod-cons-scheme(\( P \)),consumer)

then add icmt(producer,prod-cons-scheme(\( P \)),consumer) to ICmt.

-- discharge commitment to producer-consumer scheme for \( P \)

if received msg = disch(producer,prod-cons-scheme(\( P \)),consumer)

then remove ocmt(producer,prod-cons-scheme(\( P \)),consumer) from ICmt.

---

**Coordination Scheme PRODUCER-CONSUMER**

---

**INSTITUTIONAL BEHAVIORS:**

#Institutional Role PRODUCER

-- start production of an item of \( P \)

if icmt(producer,prod-cons-scheme(\( P \)),consumer) in ICmt

and icap(production(\( P \))) in ICap

and not producing(\( P \)) in IBel

and received msg = cons_finished(\( P \))

then add producing(\( P \)) to IBel.

-- end production of an item of \( P \)

if prod_finished(\( P \)) in IBel then:

send consumer msg = prod_finished(\( P \))

remove producing(\( P \)) from IBel.

#Institutional Role CONSUMER

-- start consumption of an item of \( P \)

if icmt(producer,prod-cons-scheme(\( P \)),consumer) in ICmt

and icap(consumption(\( P \))) in ICap

and not consuming(\( P \)) in IBel

and received msg = prod_finished(\( P \))

then add consuming(\( P \)) to IBel.

-- end consumption of an item of \( P \)

if cons_finished(\( P \)) in IBel then:

send producer msg = cons_finished(\( P \))

remove consuming(\( P \)) from IBel.

---

Notice that each program command is a commitment rule (see Section III). Notice also that institutional structuring operations that establish the institutional capabilities and institutional commitments of the institutional roles, are treated in the Institutional Capabilities and Institutional Commitments parts of the program, respectively, while institutional behaviors (and the consequent institutional interactions) are treated in the Institutional behaviors part of the program. Finally, notice that in this particular example, both Producer and Consumer roles deal with the institutional structuring operations in the same way.

**IX. RELATED WORK**

In [5], Castelfranchi and Falcone discuss the many ways in which role may be analyzed, e.g., as power positions, as sets of obligations, or as abstract agents, and explore the idea of a role resulting from a contract, that is, from the acts of delegation and adoption of a task.

From the standpoint we take here, roles are seen as stable components of the organization of an agent society, and formally established. Thus, in the situations we try to formalize, roles pre-exist contracts and, in fact, contracts can only be established between pre-existent roles.
Such notion of role seems to us to be similar to that introduced in [26], where a role was defined as an abstract cognitive structure (with an information and intentional structure) that an agent had to instantiate when implementing the role.

In [26], however, the organizational interfaces of roles were left implicit, since in that respect that paper focused on the pragmatics of the organizational directives that agents could say to each other.

On the other hand, in our architectural view, as in [26], institutional roles only have obligations to perform organizational tasks when institutional commitments are required from them (and are explicitly accepted in view of the existence of the corresponding organizational capabilities).

More recently, a set of multiagent system organizational models have been proposed, where the notion of role has a central position, but each model adopting its own definition of role. In MOISE+ [13], roles as sets of behavior constraints and cooperation patterns to be imposed on the agents that adopt those roles.

In Electronic Institutions [17], roles define both the valid sequences of dialogic interactions that agents can perform to achieve their goals when playing their roles in scenes of the performative structure, and are attached to rule-based norms that specify a dependency relation between actions performed in different situations of the performative structure. [25] treated preliminary issues regarding the implementation of norms and the connection between roles and norms in electronic institutions.

The PopOrg model [8, 9, 10] takes institutional roles as the building blocks of the formal organization structure of agent societies. An institutional role is defined as the set of all behaviors that an agent can possibly perform (i.e., can legitimately perform in the context of the organization) while implementing that role.

Behaviors in the PopOrg model are defined to be traces of actions. Thus, the architectural approach to institutional roles introduced here may prove to fit well with the PopOrg approach, if one succeeds in correlating the set of all possible behaviors that a institutional role may perform at a given time with the the set of all possible performances of commitment rules that the IBCC model of the institutional role allows at that instant.

One particular work that bears some similarity to the work introduced here is that in [2, 1] where an organizational notion of role was adopted, in the powerJava programming language, to allow for an operational notion of pattern modeling relationships between objects. Such operational notion of role supports an architectural view of role as the one introduced here.

X. Conclusion

From the point of view adopted in this paper, institutional roles should be taken as power positions within the organization of agent societies, whose obligations (institutional commitments) and rights (organizational capabilities) vary according to the dynamics of operations of requirement/discharge and assignment/withdrawal, respectively.

From such point of view, the paper introduces an architectural approach to support the modeling of the cognitive structure and organizational interface that such power positions require from the agents that implement them.

This paper was not the place to discuss the whole set of issues involved either in the creation, attribution and withdrawal of rights and obligations (cf. [21]), and the companion issues like legitimacy, disputes, etc. (cf. [6]), or in the establishment and fulfillment of commitments (cf. [4]). We remark, however, that the two notions of right and commitment that we have essayed to embed in the model should be thought of as formally institutionalized at the organization structure level of the agent societies through institutional processes (cf. [20] and [24]) that we still have to explore in our work, mainly within the framework of the PopOrg model [8, 9, 10].

The correlation between the PopOrg model of agent societies and the model of institutional roles happens to be the work we intend to do in the immediate future in connection to the results of the present paper.

The primary aim of the whole work, of course, is the development of concepts and methodologies to support the modeling and simulation of multiagent systems organizations.
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